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Joint Tenancy

A joint tenancy is a form of concurrent 
ownership where each co-tenant owns an 
undivided share of the property just as in 
a tenancy in common.



What is “Right of Survivorship?”

• the surviving owner automatically absorbs a 
dying owner's share of the property.
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4 Unities

The Four Unities: Four conditions that are 
required in order for there to be a formation of 
a joint tenancy

• Time

• Title

• Interest 

• Possession. 



Severance of JT

Joint Tenancy (JT) is severed when one joint 
tenant conveys her interest. The JT then 
becomes a Tenancy in Common.

Example: A and B own Blackacre as Joint 
Tenants. A sells her undivided ½ interest to X.

X and B are Tenants in Common; no right of 
survivorship.



What Will/Won’t Sever JT

Conveyance by Joint Tenant  will sever

Execution of Will by Joint Tenant  won’t sever –
WHY?

Mortgaging or leasing the property – states 
SPLIT



Let’s try a Hypo

A & B own Blackacre as joint tenants. A conveys 
his share of the property to “my wife W.” Wife 
immediately reconveys to A. What is the state of 
the title?

(a) A and B as Joint Tenants
(b) A and B as Tenants in Common



Answer

A & B as Tenants in Common

• Why? Conveyance by A to Wife severed Joint 
Tenancy. When Wife reconveyed to A, A and B 
hold as Tenants in Common.

• Remember the unities? Even though it was 
reconveyed, the unities were severed. 



Let’s try another

Brother and Sister owned Familyacre as joint 
tenants with right of survivorship. Sister executed a 
mortgage on Familyacre to secure a debt to Bank. 
Before the debt to Bank had been satisfied, Sister 
died intestate, leaving as her sole heir, Cousin. In a 
jurisdiction which follows the “lien” theory of 
mortgages, if an appropriate action is brought to 
determine ownership of Familyacre, which of the 
following is most likely to reflect the court’s 
judgment?



Answer Choices

A. Cousin and Brother own Familyacre in undivided 
half interests as tenants in common, with cousin’s 
interest subject to Bank’s mortgage.
B. Cousin and Brother own Familyacre in undivided 
half interests as tenants in common, with the entire 
interest subject to Bank’s mortgage.
C. Brother owns Familyacre in fee simple, subject to 
Bank’s mortgage.
D. Brother owns Familyacre in fee simple.



Answer D

• Why?

• Lien theory means the mortgage didn’t severe 
the JT – meaning that brother had the 
property, in fee simple.

• Why not subject to mortgage? Because that 
interest died with sister’s interest. 



One more

Kathy was the record title owner in fee simple absolute of Berryfarms, 
a 100-acre farmland located in the township of Chestnut. In 1980, 
Kathy devised property to her daughters, Annie and Abby, as joint 
tenants with the right of survivorship. The next year, Annie executed a 
deed to Craig as follows: “I hereby convey all of my right, title and 
interest in the North East Quarter of Berryfarms to Craig and his heirs.” 
Then Annie borrowed $100,000 from John and a promissory note was 
executed as evidence of the debt. In 1990 Annie defaulted on the loan 
and John, as judgment creditor, levied upon and sold to Ebert on 
execution sale all of “Annie’s right, title and interest in the South Half 
of Berryfarms.” In December of 1991, Annie died intestate leaving 
Richie, her husband, as her sole surviving heir. 

Who owns Berryfarms?



Let’s Diagram

Abby and Annie Abby conveys to Craig 

Levied for Loan Levied For Loan

Berryfarms

Abby and Annie



Answer

Ownership of Berryfarms will be determined by the common law of property 
as applied to joint tenancies with right of survivorship. When a joint tenancy 
is created, each joint tenant has a right of survivorship where, if one dies, the 
remaining tenant or tenants have a right to possess the whole of the property 
interest.  Joint tenancy can be destroyed by conveyance or mortgage, but only 
to the portion of property conveyed. As Annie executed a deed conveying the 
NE quarter of Berryfarms to Craig, she severed the joint tenancy as to that 
portion.  Depending on the jurisdiction, Abby may have severed the joint 
tenancy on the southern half of Berryfarms when she mortgaged the 
property to John.  When Abby defaulted on her loan, John’s action to levy and 
sell the property to Ebert as judgment creditor officially destroyed Abby’s 
joint tenancy on the southern half of Berryfarms.  Now, upon Annie’s death, 
Abby takes the NW corner of Berryfarms in fee simple as the remaining joint 
tenant on that portion of the property, the NE quarter is owned by Abby and 
Craig as tenants in common, the southern half of Berryfarms is owned by 
Abby and Ebert as tenants in common, and Richie owns no part of 
Berryfarms.



A note on Tenancy by the Entirety 

Tenancy by the entirety is a type of shared ownership 
of property recognized in most states, available only to 
married couples. Much like in a joint tenancy, 
spouses who own property as tenants by the entirety 
each own an undivided interest in the property, each 
has full rights to occupy and use it and has a right of 
survivorship. Tenants by the entirety also cannot 
transfer their interest in the property without the 
consent of the other spouse. 

http://topics.law.cornell.edu/wex/joint_tenancy
http://topics.law.cornell.edu/wex/right_of_survivorship

